Multi-detector row CT of patients with acute intestinal bleeding: a new perspective using multiplanar and MIP reformations from submillimeter isotropic voxels.
Acute intestinal bleeding is a severe condition, with a mortality rate of up to 40% in case of associated hemodynamic instability. The diagnosis of acute intestinal bleeding is often challenging and to date, there is no definite consensus upon the most appropriate technique for this specific diagnosis. This pictorial essay illustrates our preliminary use of multiplanar (MPR) and maximum intensity projection (MIP) reformations using MDCT scanner with submillimeter and isotropic voxels as an adjunct to axial images in patients with acute intestinal bleeding. MDCT examinations were routinely performed with 64-slice helical CT scanner and images were reconstructed 0.6-mm thickness at 0.5-mm intervals. Multiplanar reconstructions and MIP views were created with a commercially available workstation. Reformatted images from submillimeter isotropic voxels enhanced the depiction of subtle vascular abnormalities and served as a useful adjunct to the axial plane images to improve diagnostic capabilities. Although we are aware that reformatted images should not replace careful analysis of the axial images in patients with acute gastrointestinal bleeding, reformatted images from submillimeter isotropic voxels may clarify the cause of the bleeding, add confidence to image analysis and help interventional radiologists or surgeons improving planning approach.